


EXTERIORS

228  HOMESANDINTERIORSSCOTLAND.COM HOMESANDINTERIORSSCOTLAND.COM  229

1 Hardwood trolley, £129.99, JYSK 2 Maximo tall outdoor 
vase, approx £990, GANSK 3 Pease Pottage mobile 
greenhouse, approx £2,770, Revised 4 Screen-pot 

outdoor planter, from £1,034, House of Dome 
5 Personalised trowel tool kit, £54, Twenty-Seven.co.uk  

6 Ferm Living plant box in Bright Blue, £209, Nest

We’re not at the height of summer yet but our 
outdoor spaces are already calling us. If yours is less inviting than 
you’d like, help is at hand. Start by figuring out why you don’t 
want to spend time outside. Is there a project you keep putting 
off? Mismatched furniture cluttering up the patio? 

Clearing out anything that isn’t serving a purpose will leave 
room to get cracking on a few DIY jobs. A lick of paint can 
transform drab fencing and make the space feel more welcoming. 
Make use of the vertical height with hanging planters – either 
fill with more colour (nasturtiums are great to plant in May and 
will climb or trail beautifully) or start a mini kitchen garden with 
robust rosemary and thyme. 

Choose seating that makes sense for your lifestyle. If you’re 
still working from home, go for a dining table rather than a coffee 
table, and pair it with supportive chairs – that inbox won’t feel 
so daunting as you sit in the sunshine. Pick a juicy, cushioned 
sofa covered in pillows if you have space to store the soft textiles 
when the heavens inevitably open. And you can’t go wrong with a 
sturdy umbrella to shelter beneath, come rain or shine.
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Epissure outdoor rug, 
£1,320 per sq.m, 
La Manufacture Cogolin 
[Below] Large pizza oven, 
£495, Cox & Cox

Dehor umbrella, 
£POA, Poggesi

Bohemian 72 rattan 
floor lamp, approx 
£840, Gubi

Dragon Tree outdoor 
wallpaper, £POA, 
Instabilelab
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